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“Don’t forget to  GO OUTSIDE and PLAY” – Unknown

MAMAGREEN, making a difference in outdoor design
Our brand exemplifies a luxurious casual lifestyle, where mind and body relax. Constantly evolving 
collections are developed to highly exacting standards, for maximum comfort and performance.

Designed to last in any outdoor environment, MAMAGREEN furniture is manufactured using majority 
recycled or recyclable materials.  More than 90% of the teak is carefully sourced from abandoned 
buildings, with the remainder coming from strictly managed plantations. Selecting MAMAGREEN is 
making a conscious choice for style combined with durability.

Available worldwide, MAMAGREEN has its US Showroom in Chicago, and warehouse in Richmond, VA 
and distributing partners in Australia, Mexico, Switzerland, Germany and Turkey. MAMAGREEN’s design 
studio and manufacturing are organized under one roof in Indonesia, ensuring the best customer 
service and quality control.

Product concept, manufacturing process and material selection all have the same goal: creating 
contemporary outdoor furniture, made to last in any outdoor environment. MAMAGREEN furniture 
pieces are used in residential and commercial projects globally, from the cold in Zurich and Toronto, 
to the heat in Houston and Sydney, to properties on the open ocean.
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NEWS 2021 -  MAMAGREEN Design Lab

“a flower blossoms for its own joy” 
- Oscar Wilde

Just like how being in a field of daisies brings back good memories, MAMAGREEN’s DAISY collection is 
designed to create a summertime mood and enhance positive vibes.

The DAISY chairs and seater chairs are inviting, comfortable, and fun to look at. 

The rounded barrel style backrest comes in two distinct versions: “DAISY RAE” which has a hand-fitted rope 
backrest developed for outdoor use and “DAISY MAE” which has a meticulously handwoven wicker back. 
Each version is available in four distinct colors, allowing you to create unique patterns from soft and natural 
to bold and vibrant.

Three distinct leg options are offered for the DAISY dining chairs, depending on style and function: tapered 
aluminum legs, a swivel base or teak round legs. 

With its sturdy powder coat base, the swivel versions are great for outdoor clubs, rooftops or high wind 
areas.

DAISY dining and chat tables have rounded edges, creating a safe and friendly look all at the same time. 
The tabletop, made of High Pressure Laminate (HPL) and an upcycled teak wood accent, is durable and low 
maintenance. Upcycled teak is also used for the legs, creating an interesting mix of materials. 

Designed for both residential and hospitality use, DAISY is perfect for small spaces and balconies. This 
versatile range will fit perfectly at home in an urban oasis, a multi-family rooftop, senior living projects, or 
at a restaurant or bistro, with options for dining, bar and lounge.

With unlimited bespoke options, thanks to our wide range of colors, and the unique mix of materials, design 
lovers will find the perfect spot for their own DAISY, inside or out.
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Designed by shaping rope,
combining textures, space and light.
Comfortable and playful Daisy Rae
is available in 4 colors
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16 - Daisy



Navy

WillowCoral

Truffle
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Different tones of handwoven outdoor wickers
shape the Daisy Mae barrel back chair.
Designed with a focus on ergonomics, style
and low maintenance.
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Java

Macchiato

Breeze

Frost Blue
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NEWS 2021 -  MAMAGREEN Design Lab

Size matters, or does it? Indeed, it does when it comes to extendable 
dining tables.

MAMAGREEN’s expandable table collection just got extended with 
the longest table to date: the MAXXIMUS.

Designed to be the perfect table for entertaining family and friends; 
MAXXIMUS comes in two different sizes. Our largest table extends in 3 
stages up to an amazing 166” (425 cm) while the other table is slightly 
shorter, extending in 2 stages up to 135” (345 cm).

The top of the MAXXIMUS is available in either our low maintenance 
High Pressure Laminate (HPL) or in eco-friendly recycled teak wood. 
The frame is made of a sturdy powder-coated steel, while the smooth 
extension mechanism uses German hardware.

Completing the collection, matching benches are available to create 
a picnic style arrangement.

Extend your outdoor activities to the maximum.
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84” | 215 cm

110” | 280 cm

135” | 345 cm

F35G.T38
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | HPL - ALPES WHITE

F35G.T39
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | HPL - SCRATCHED GREY

F04G.T37
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | HPL - SLATE

F04G.T52
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | HPL - LATERITE

F04G.T29
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | RECYCLED TEAK - BRUSHED

F35G.T29
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | RECYCLED TEAK - BRUSHED
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96.5” | 245 cm

120” | 305 cm

143” | 365 cm

166.5” | 425 cm

F35G.T38
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | HPL - ALPES WHITE

F35G.T39
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | HPL - SCRATCHED GREY

F04G.T37
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | HPL - SLATE

F04G.T52
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | HPL - LATERITE

F04G.T29
Frame | INK BLACK
Top | RECYCLED TEAK - BRUSHED

F35G.T29
Frame | URBAN WHITE
Top | RECYCLED TEAK - BRUSHED
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NEWS 2021 -  MAMAGREEN Design Lab

Long, low horizontal blocks of mixed materials layer together to create distinct architectural lounge 
groupings with a very contemporary look: Introducing “Boulevard”.  Designed for luxury residential use and 
high-end hospitality, this collection is strikingly handsome, low maintenance, versatile, and comfortable.

Available in 2 colors (iron black / cotton white) the durable powder-coated aluminum base supports 
ergonomically shaped cushions in an attractive range of durable Sunbrella textiles.  The same durable 
powder-coated aluminum pairs with low maintenance Italian High Pressure Laminate (HPL) to make up the 
Boulevard low tables.

Boulevard sunbeds are solid, minimalist pieces perfect around the swimming pool. Featuring: a handy 
attached side-table, a push button gas spring to allow for a smooth reclining experience, an ergonomically 
shaped cushion with a built-in headrest and small discrete wheels for mobility.

New for Mamagreen is the introduction of a double-sided lounge configuration, that can serve as a central 
gathering space, dividing spaces, a daybed or as part of a casual low dining ensemble. The optional 
adjustable shades add further function to this arrangement.
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COLLECTIONS
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58 - Aiko

Introducing Driftlook Chic
Design : Vincent Cantaert
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60 - Mono | Aiko
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64 - Bondi Belle

Edgy Contemporary Comfort
MAMAGREEN Design Lab
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70 - Zudu

Urban Lounge
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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74 - Babbo

Time To Invite Your Friends
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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The New Square, Repeated
MAMAGREEN Design Lab
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82 -Stripe

Vibrant Sophistication
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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84 - Stripe
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86 - Andy

Refinined Dandy Upholstery
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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88 - Stizzy

The Details Make The Design
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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- Bono

Handwoven Wicker :
Skill & Feeling
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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- Meika

An Elegant Meeting
of Different Materials
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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Create an Outdoor Dining Room
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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Upcycled Teak Dining
Taken Seriously 
MAMAGREEN Design Lab
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- Oko

The Unique Character
of Recycled Teak
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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- Allux

Understated Pure
Simple Lines
Design : Barbara Widiningtias & Vincent Cantaert
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MAMAGREEN LLC
222 Merchandise Mart
Showroom 1586
Chicago, IL 60654
Tel: +1 312 877 5155

MAMAGREEN AUSTRALIA
483 Balmain Road
Lilyfield, Sydney
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9810 7002

MAMAGREEN PACIFIC PT
Jl. Gunung Kelir no.11
Tugu - Semarang 50152
Indonesia
Tel: +62 24 8663900

MAMAGREEN MEXICO                                                                                                                                           
Julio Verne #19,
Col. Polanco Chapultepec
Ciudad de México, C.P. 11560
Tel: +55 5105 1202

Scan to download 
specifications
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